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PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL PRODUCTS

CONTAINER CARD CON INDICATORE 
DI STERILIZZAZIONE
CONTAINER CARD WITH STEAM INDICATOR
ÉTIQUETTE EN PAPIER AVEC INDICATEUR 
DE VAPEUR
TARJETA DE CONTENEDOR CON INDICADOR 
DE VAPOR
Manuale d’uso - User manual - Manuel de l’utilisateur - Guía de uso

ATTENZIONE: Gli operatori devono leggere e capire completamente questo manuale prima di utilizzare il prodotto.
ATTENTION: The operators must carefully read and completely understand the present manual before using the product.
AVIS: Les opérateurs doivent lire et bien comprendre ce manuel avant d’utiliser le produit.
ATENCIÓN: Los operadores tienen que leer y entender completamente este manual antes de utilizar el producto.



ENGLISH

Product Description
The Container Card is developed to use at rigid containers with a card holder. The Container Card can be carrying the data of the container 
concerned like sterilization date, cycle number and content. It provides a steam indicator Type 1 to distinct whether a container has undergone 
sterilization or not.

The Type 1 indicator is not giving any conclusion on the sterility of the container nor its content.

Characteristics
This Container Card is composed of a special paper strip and a special indicating steam ink which is turning into end color (green) under steam 
sterilization conditions. The inks used are non-toxic, heavy metal free inks. 

The dimensions of the Container Card is 68 x 37,5mm.

Use recommendations
This Container Card is recommended for steam sterilization cycles parameters between 121°C - 15 min and 134°C - 3,5 min.

Warning
Do not use this Container Card in any other sterilization cycle than Steam cycles with the SV as displayed above.

Instructions for use
Place the Container Card inside the card holder on the outside of the rigid container after providing all the necessary / required data on it. After 
sterilization the steam indicator should have reached the end color (green). At point of use, the container card can be taken out of its holder for 
documentation purposes.

Storage
Maintain the Container Cards in a dry place, protected from light, and at a temperature between 10 and 40°C, relative humidity between 20 and 
80%.

Do not expose the Container Cards to sterilizing agents or other chemical products of any kind.

Shelf life
The Container Cards have a shelf life of 5 years from manufacturing date, when stored in the recommended conditions. 
The manufacturing and expiry date as well as lot number are indicated on the packaging label Do not use the Container Cards after the expiry 
date.
After use, the Container Cards will maintain its color for a period of 5 years if stored under the given storage conditions.

Compliancy to standard
The Container Cards for Steam Sterilization Processes is manufactured according to EN ISO 11140-1:2014 Standard for its steam indicator Type 
1.
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Consult instructions for use Expiration date Caution: read instructions 
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